
The COVID-19 outbreak forced people across the world into semi-isolation to prevent the spread 

of the coronavirus. Some people are beginning to adjust to the significant changes in daily life 

since being ordered to stay home and practice social distancing. This particular morning on 

March 25, 2020 in Long Beach, CA looks very similar to prior mornings since the “stay home 

except for essential needs” order was put into place for the State of California on March 19, 

2020. 



On the morning of March 19, 2020, California State beaches remain open for recreational use. I 

seize this last opportunity to surf one last time before going into semi-isolation at home. Luckily 

my dad has an array of surfboards to choose from in our backyard. 

 



My coworkers at Banzai Surf School in Huntington Beach, CA are out of work at this time and 

eager to surf as well. Sam and Nicole Apodaca, Torey Karijanian, Peter Duff and I paddle out at 

our regular spot, while maintaining at least a six-foot-distance between each other. 

 



I return home from surfing to my dogs, Malibu and Auzzie. They both get long baths using the 

hose in our backyard. After they’ve been washed I grab their attention by holding a tennis ball in 

my hand. 



The overgrown garden in my parent’s backyard provides me with some fresh romaine lettuce to 

use in a salad. I spend an hour thoroughly rinsing the bugs off before chopping up the produce. 



After I’ve eaten my lunch I start to assemble a 500-piece puzzle with some help from my mom. 

Looking on social media I find that some friends are also assembling puzzles. 

 



Charmander, our cat named by my brother after a Pokemon character, rests on the living room 

rug enjoying the company of the entire family. 

 



In the afternoon, I return to my dogs who have now dried off in our backyard. I roll out a yoga 

mat to do some stretching and Auzzie decides to take ownership of the mat. 



Inside in the bathroom, our cat Fiji eagerly greets visitors. 

 



My mom found a recipe weeks ago to make a key lime pie. We have talked over the phone about 

wanting to bake a pie together. Since I have returned home from San Diego State University, we 

find it to be the perfect opportunity for some therapeutic baking. 

 


